Chess has been played for more than a millennium in the Near East, and it has been our good fortune to find a dozen carved ivory chessmen in a house of the early ninth century in Nishapur. These pieces are valuable, for very few of such antiquity have survived although the game was widely spread at that time. When they were made, chess had been known in Persia for two or three centuries. It did not originate there, however, but in India, whence it spread both east and west. The invention of the game is ascribed to India not only by the Arabs, who acquired the game by their conquest of Persia, but by the Persians themselves.
The great Persian poet Firdausi, writing in the eleventh century and using material from, or similar to, an earlier Pahlavi manuscript, the Chatrang-nimak, the Book of Chess, also credits India with the invention of the game. He relates in the Shdhnimeh that chess was invented as a means of breaking to the mother of King Gav, an Indian king, the loss of her other son, Talhend, in battle with his brother, this tragedy being shown to her in miniature on the chessboard. The story ends with the ex1It is interesting to note that the Persian words. dast-i-khin (the hand of blood) are used for the last move at chess, or for a game in which the vanquished party stakes his limbs. Buzurgmihr demonstrating the moves of chess to the Hindu envoy in the presence of Shah Nushirwan traordinary picture of the bereaved woman, racked with anguish, neither eating nor drinking, and spending all her time playing chess until the end of her days. Somewhat earlier in this long poem we have another lengthy description of chess, where we read that the Indian rajah sent an envoy to Shah Nushirwan with a set of chess and a message written on silk to say that unless the Persians could name the pieces and work out their moves he would cease to pay tribute. Buzurgmihr, the Persian counselor, aided somewhat by the indiscretions of the envoy, solved the problem within a week. This scene is shown in a fine miniature of the fourteenth century in the Museum (illustrated above), in which Buzurgmihr explains the chessmen and their moves to the envoy in the presence of the shah. The envoy is sitting at the left of the chessboard in "the palace which seemed all throne, and the throne all shah." The text under the picture then goes on to describe how Buzurgmihr invented the game of nard (backgammon), which the Persians in their turn presented to the Indians to solve, a feat which they could not accomplish. Another page from the same manuscript shows this game being explained to the rajah and his court by Buzurgmihr, who is again seen sitting at the right of the board (see opposite page). In the Shahndmeh both games represented a battlefield and were very much alike, the important difference being in the arrangement of the board and the use of dice, described as being made of ivory with spots of teakwood. Unlike Firdausi, most early writers state that backgammon is older than chess.
The association of chess with the strategy of war has always been an extremely common poetical metaphor, but several early writers maintain that chess actually was used as an exercise in martial science. The word by which chess is now known in Arabic-and Persianspeaking countries is shatrang. This is a corruption of the Pahlavi word chatrang, which comes from the Sanskrit chaturanga, a word used not only for chess but for the "four arms" of the army-the chariots, the elephants, the horsemen, and the infantry, all of which are represented among the chessmen. When one looks at chess pieces as they now are and considers their English names, any relation with these four groups may seem farfetched. However, a study of how some of their original names, their character, and even sex have been changed in their long journey from Hindustan to the West, will show that it is not so fantastic as appears at first sight. Confusion has been caused, not by the translation of names from one language into another, a process which has preserved the original meaning, but by the adoption of strange words from foreign tongues. Such a taking over often necessitated a change of pronunciation in order that the word might be more easily spoken. In some cases the word so borrowed and mispronounced corresponded with one that already existed in the language but that had an entirely different meaning. This native meaning was gradually substituted for that of the imported word, and the character of the chess piece as a symbol was thus affected and changed. When, however, the adopted and transformed name did not match any existing word and was meaningless except as the name of a chessman, the piece was given a new name, suggested by its shape or the character of its move. In this way, too, its symbolic meaning was entirely lost. The chariot (rook) lost its identity even earlier in its journey to the West. From the original Sanskrit ratha, chariot, the word was corrupted in Persia to rukh, the name of the powerful and fabulous bird which we all know as the roc in the Arabian Nights. The Arabs hardly changed this word, and our word rook is merely a mispronunciation of rukhkh. It was represented in early sets by a rather thin piece marked with a deep cleft in the middle (see above), and in the thirteenth century in Europe it sometimes resembled a sort of tower with two projections from the top (see ill. The knight has always been associated with a horse in the Near East and a horseman in Europe, but in Germany, although represented by a horse's head, the piece goes by the name of Springer from the nature of its move. The pawns were the infantry, the footsoldiers, and were then as now the simplest and the smallest pieces on the board. The king, whom they protected, went by the name of shah in Persia, and as such he was known by the Arabs. In Europe the word was literally translated into king; but in two other ways this word shiah, hardly recognizable, is still employed. The game of chess in mediaeval Latin was ludus scachorum, the game of shahs, or kings, and chess is nothing but shah by the way of the Latin and the old French esches. The term Shah! is used in Persian and Arabic when the king is threatened and Shah mat! (the king is dead) when the king cannot be moved, and from these we have the words check and checkmate.2
The moves of most of the pieces have undergone considerable change. The knight's leap has remained constant but others have now greatly increased powers. The queen, as a vizier, could only move one square at a time and was less powerful than the rook. The bishop (the elephant) has had several moves but was more restricted in its range. Al Biruni, an eleventh-century visitor to India, tells us that in one version of the game it could move one square either straight on or to any of the adjoining diagonal squares, these representing the "elephant's trunk and four legs."
The two opposing groups of our ivory chessmen were distinguished by their color, one set being dark green. In the Shahndmeh the chessmen are described as being of ivory and teakwood, both of which were easily obtained in India and were readily distinguishable. The elephant (bishop), unlike the magnificent ivory specimen in the Bargello3 (see p. 279), is reduced to a piece of ivory with a silhouette vaguely suggesting the animal, and instead of tusks there are two small projections from the top of the "head." The chariot (rook) has a deep cleft that was the distinguishing mark of this piece for several centuries. The king is represented by what may be a throne, the counselor (queen) by another considerably thinner than that of his master.
These shapes were very common for chessmen of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries, except for the knight, which was usually represented in Near Eastern sets by a tallish piece with a single projection near the top. Our pieces are good evidence that conventional shapes were adopted early in the history of the game in the countries of Islam. Unlike the famous crystal pieces at Osna3Giovanni Villani, in his Tratto dell' origine di Firenze (1559), relates how the building known today as the Bargello was the scene of an early feat of skill in chess. In 1266 in the presence of the Podesta, Count Guido Novello, a Saracen named Buzecca played three games simultaneously, one over the board and the other two without looking.
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